Discussion and Activity Guide – Grades 1 to 6

NOBODY’S CATS
By Valerie Ingram and Alistair Schroff, Illustrated by Hadley Hutton
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Why Humane Education?

It benefits animals, kids, their families, and the whole
community! Humane education builds empathy. It helps
prevent bullying, cruelty, and abuse.
Humane education encourages responsibility
and kindness to all living things.

Why Animal Picture Books and Stories?

Stories featuring animals capture children’s attention,
imagination, and emotions. Stories like this one celebrate
the human-animal bond, but at the same time nurture
all caring relationships. These stories inspire children
to make the world a better, kinder place for all.
The book and guide meet many curriculum
requirements including critical thinking,
social awareness and responsibility.
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Valerie Ingram, BA, BEd
Activity Illustrations by Nola Johnston
Design by Karen Cowl/Stripe Graphics Ltd.

ABOUT THE BOOK:

Nobody’s Cats is about a young boy who becomes the “superhero” who helps save a little black
kitty and a colony of community cats (a group of cats left to fend for themselves). With the help of
a woman from an animal welfare group, they carry out a “Trap – Neuter – Return” (TNR) project.
They mobilize the community to help the cats. The language is simple but the concepts are complex,
allowing the book to be used for grades 1 to 6.

KEY CONCEPTS:
p

Outdoor, unowned cats – community cats – are most often the result of irresponsible
pet guardianship.

p

The low value placed on community cats means they often suffer.

p

Community-based Trap-Neuter-Return projects can reduce this suffering.

p

Children can take an active role in helping solve problems in the community.

p

Being a responsible pet guardian is very important.

QUESTIONS TO BUILD UNDERSTANDING:
Note: With each question asked, allow children a few moments to think before they respond.
Before you begin reading, show the cover, read the title, and ask the children:
How do you think the cat pictured on the cover is feeling and why?
2 What words would you use to describe the kitty?
3 What do you think this book will be about based on the picture and title?
1

During the story, pause to ask questions:
Why do you think the kids are throwing rocks at the cats?
2 Why do you think the boy is shouting at them to stop?
3 What do you think you would have done in that situation?
1

Things to think about and discuss after you read the book:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2

What is a feral cat? What does a feral cat need to be safe, happy and healthy? How are the needs
of a feral cat different from an indoor pet cat?
What do you think the little black kitty’s life was like before coming to the colony?
How do dogs and cats become lost or abandoned? What can be done to prevent this from happening?
What is a hero? How was the boy a hero for animals in this story? Do you know any heroes?
Do you think cats remember people they have known and places they have lived?
What does the little black kitty learn about people by the end of the story?
What name would you give the little black kitty, and why?
How do you think the boy felt when he learned he could keep the little black kitty? What will he
need to take care of the new kitty?
What did you learn from today’s book and discussion that you didn’t know before?
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MORE LEARNING FUN! ACTIVITIES FOR REINFORCEMENT OF CONCEPTS:
1

VISUAL / WRITTEN Use the handout on page 6 of this Discussion Guide or have the children
fold a piece of blank paper into four equal sections.
• Have the children look carefully in the book at pages 3 (kids throwing rocks), 10 (kitty in
the trap) and 12 (kitty in arms of vet). Have the children draw the little black kitty (note the
posture, tail, ears, eyes, and fur) in the first three squares (starting top left, then right, then
lower left). Have the children write words to describe what is happening and how the kitty
might be feeling.
• In the final square, the children decide how to end the story. They will draw the kitty in his
new home with the boy, or returned to his colony, and describe what has happened and how
the kitty might be feeling.
• The children can use this page to retell the story to a friend or family member from the
perspective of the little black kitty.

2

VERBAL / ACTIVE Have the children review pages 3 (kids throwing rocks), 10 (kitty in the trap)
and 12 (kitty in arms of vet).
• Ask the children to verbally describe the little black kitty’s body language and how he was
feeling in each scene.
• Demonstrate how cats can communicate using body language by pretending to be cats together.
• Play a game of “charades” where the children take turns acting out a cat with a specific feeling
– a happy cat, scared cat, etc. The other children have to guess the feeling.

3

There are many myths about black cats that are not true. Some people think that a black cat 		
crossing in front of you will bring bad luck. This may cause people to be afraid of black cats.
We need to challenge these myths. How can we promote the kind treatment of black cats?
Choose a message that challenges superstitions about black cats, and promotes care, compassion,
and adoption of black cats. The children can use white crayons to draw cat outlines on black
construction paper, along with positive message, such as: “All cats are cool!”, “Don’t judge a cat
by the colour of their fur”, or “Black cats are purrfect friends!”. These posters can be put up
around the house, school or neighbourhood.

4

Refer to the Venn diagram handout on page 7 of this Discussion Guide. The children can use
this sheet or you can re-draw the diagram on the board to do as a group. Label one circle
“Community Cat” and the other circle “Indoor Cat”. Refer to the word list and have the
children put the words in the proper part of the diagram. The children can suggest more
words to add to the diagram.

5

Check out the fun BONUS activities at the end of the guide!
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WAIT – THERE’S EVEN MORE! ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
Our Free Resources available for download on lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources:
•

“How I Love and Care for My Happy Community Cat” (Colouring / Activity Book)

•

“My First Cat & Dog Activity Book”

•

“Living with Cats & Dogs Activity Book”

Other Recommended Resources:
•

“At Home, Outside” by Valerie Ingram and Alistair Schroff
(available for order on lakesanimalfriendship.ca/resources)

•

“It’s Raining Cats & Cats” by Jeanne Prevost

•

“The Cats on my Block” by Valerie Sicignano

•

“Rescue Kitty” by Brenda Fiorini

•

“A Cat Like That” by Wendy Wahman

•

Gryphon Press Reading List thegryphonpress.com

•

Red Rover Recommended Reading redrover.org/resource/books

•

BC SPCA Teaching Resources spca.bc.ca/programs-services/leaders-in-our-field/
professional-resources/for-teachers/

Enjoy this book? Check out the other books in the Kindness Collection!

(2 Books in 1!)

4
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CURRICULUM LINKS (www.curriculum.gov.bc.ca):
Core Competencies
Critical and Reflective Thinking

Questioning and Investigating
Reflecting and Assessing

Social Awareness and Responsibility

Building Relationships
Contributing to Community and Caring for the Environment

Curricular Competencies
English Language Arts
Comprehension and Connection

• Access and integrate information and ideas from a variety of
sources and from prior knowledge to build understanding.
• Use a variety of comprehension strategies before, during, and after
the reading, listening, or viewing to deepen understanding of text.
• Use personal experience and knowledge to connect to text and
develop understanding of self, community, and the world.

Creation and Communication

• Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding.
• Identify, organize, and present ideas in a variety of forms.

Social Studies
Evidence

• Ask questions, make inferences, and draw conclusions about the
content and features of different types of sources.

Cause and Consequence

• Recognize causes and consequences of events, decisions, and
developments.

Ethical Judgement

• Identify fair and unfair aspects of events, decisions, or actions in
their lives and consider appropriate courses of action.

Healthy and Active Living
Social and Community Health

• Describe and apply strategies that promote a safe and caring
environment.
• Describe and assess strategies for responding to discrimination,
stereotyping, and bullying.

“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world 		
around you. What you do makes a difference, and you have to decide what 		
kind of difference you want to make.”
― Jane Goodall
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Community Cat – Indoor Cat
Add each item on the word list to the correct circle.
If the item applies to both Community Cat and Indoor Cat,
it goes in the middle section.
Community Cat

Indoor Cat

Word list:
Food
Water
Place to hide
Soft bed
Quiet place
Vet visit
Litter box
Love
Play
ID tag
Tipped ear
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Connecting With Community Cats
Connect the dots and colour the community cat.
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Community Cat
Matching Challenge

Each of these black community cats has an exact match, except one.
Find the unique community cat.

Bonus question: How many of these community cats still need to visit the vet?
Hint: Look for the community cats who don’t have an eartip yet!
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Kindness Counts
(To the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”)

Always give a helping hand,
All the kindness that you can.
Kindness to your friends and pets,
To yourself and don’t forget:
You can have a lot of fun
Being kind to everyone.

Here are a few ideas on how to be kind to pets and people!
Can you think of two more?
1. See someone eating lunch alone? Ask them to join you.
2. Read a book to a family member - even the furry family members will
love this!
3. _____________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________
10
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Community Cat Origami!
Cut out the square below and follow the instructions.

Turn like
diamond

Fold bottom
corner to top

Fold left corner
to right

Open up

Fold corners
up - “ears”

Fold top
down – “head”

Flip over

Draw cute face and
snip left eartip!

Want a challenge? Make forty-eight of them!
That’s how many kittens can come from one unspayed cat in one year.

#
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